Overcoming the
Attestation Gap.
A Technical Guide for CSPs and Enterprises

Communications Service
Providers (CSPs), their enterprise
customers, and consumers share
the common goal of eliminating
robocalls and call spoofing.

One of the key tactics in this pursuit is adoption of the STIR/
SHAKEN call authentication standard to eliminate Caller ID
spoofing. The TRACED Act mandated that carriers implement
STIR/SHAKEN by June 2021.
Unfortunately, there are many use cases where legitimate service
providers and enterprises can’t participate because they don’t
meet the criteria specified by the Governance Authority (GA) to
obtain a certificate, so they can’t sign their own calls. As a result,
critical calls made by enterprises may receive a “B” attestation
and/or be labeled as spam or blocked. This is known as the
“attestation gap.”

Below are some common use
cases where this problem exists:
� Enterprises that receive
number blocks from multiple
Operating Service Providers
(OSPs), and use Least Cost
Routing (LCR) for outbound
traffic
� Enterprises that outsource to
call center providers
� Contact centers and
enterprises who receive SIP
trunks from carriers and
manage their own numbers
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The Problem of Multiple OSPs
As shown in Figure 1, when using routing telephone numbers through multiple OSPs, enterprise calls to the same
consumer using the same originating number can have different results. That’s because the attestation level is
determined by a combination of which carrier is the source of the phone number and which one originates the call.

FIGURE 1: SAME CONSUMER, DIFFERENT RESULTS
• Enterprises often obtain TNs and phone service
from multiple service providers
• Enterprises will use the same TN to initiate calls on
different SIP Trunks for least cost routing and traffic
management purposes
• In this case, a call is originated from TN
703-123-5678 (obtained from OSP #1) and routed
via both SIP Trunks but yields different experiences

Same consumer, same originating number.
Why a different experience?

• OSP #1 issued 703-123-5678 to enterprise; therefore,
signs with ”A” and sends with SHAKEN PASSporT

OSP #1
SIP Trunk OSP #1

ENTERPRISE
PBX / SBC,
BPO,
Call Center

OSP #1 TN + OSP #1 SIP Trunk = A attestation
OSP #1 TN + OSP #2 SIP Trunk = B attestation

STI-AS

Unsigned
OSP #2
SIP Trunk OSP #2

PSTN

STI-AS

• OSP #2 has no affiliation with 703-123-5678; therefore,
signs with ”B” and sends with SHAKEN PASSport
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Current Approaches to Address the Attestation Gap
Until solutions that resolve the attestation gap are adopted as standards, the industry must introduce
measures to bridge the gap to enable carriers and enterprises to fully embrace STIR/SHAKEN. Neustar
supports multiple approaches to bridge the attestation gap, as outlined below:
Carriers and
Enterprises

Name
OPTION 1

STIR Certificate

OPTION 2

Without the
ability to get
certificates or
the ability to sign
their own calls

Delegate SHAKEN
Certificate

Status

� Option 1 – A: Vetted enterprise or carrier signs
calls with STIR certificate

� Standard: Based upon STIR RFC 8226 standard

� Option 1 – B: It alerts the OSP that the TN has
been vetted so they can sign with an A
� Option 2 – A: SHAKEN certificate is delegated
from the Telephone Number Service Provider
(TNSP)
� Option 2 – B: Vetted enterprise or carriers sign
calls with SHAKEN certificate and can add rich
call data

� Tested and available now

� Standard: Based upon standard ATIS-100092 Approved by
STI-GA and STI-PA
� Tested and available now

� Vetted TNs are stored and OSP signs using
SHAKEN certificate

� There are multiple telephone number databases being
considered, including local and Centralized Database (CDB)

Telephone
Number Database
(TNDB)

� Multiple flavors: local, centralized, federated

� Standard: Discussed in standard ATIS-1000089.v002

Standard SHAKEN
certificate

� Sign calls (generate PASSporT) with a standard
SHAKEN certificate

OPTION 3

With the ability to
get certificates
and sign own calls

Description

� Local DB being deployed now
� Centralized Database (CDB) is not based on an approved
standard. Requires further work to clarify security measures.
� Standard: Must meet criteria outlined on page 16. Sign calls
using Enterprise Certified Caller (ECC) with a STIR Certificate.
� Must be an Interconnected VoIP Provider (IVoIP) that has: a
499A on file with the FCC, an Operating Company Number
(OCN), IVoIP Numbering Authority approval from the FCC,
completed a STI-PA Test Plan with the Policy Administrator,
obtained valid certificates from an approved Certificate
Authority, implemented STIR/ SHAKEN in your network
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OPTION 1

STIR Certificate (Available Now and Into the Future)
Until a certificate delegation standard is implemented and required by the Policy Administrator (PA),
enterprises will need to work with their OSP(s)/vendor(s) providing telephone services to agree on one of
two STIR PASSporT delivery options (described on pages 7-8) through which they sign their calls.
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Possession of a vetted STIR certificate proves to an OSP that the enterprise and its TNs have been vetted
by a trusted third party. As shown below, the enterprise signs two calls with a STIR certificate and each
receives an “A” attestation from its OSP. OSP #1 signs the call normally, as it is the TN owner, and OSP
#2 signs with an “A” since the STIR certificate alerts the OSP that the enterprise has been vetted and
authorized to use this TN.
FIGURE 2: STIR CERTIFICATE

• Enterprises often obtain TNs and phone service
from multiple service providers

Different trunks receive same call treatment

• Enterprises will use the same TN to initiate calls
on different SIP Trunks for least cost routing and
traffic management purposes

• OSP #1 issued 703-123-5678 to enterprise; therefore,
signs with ”A” and sends with SHAKEN PASSporT

OSP #1
SIP Trunk OSP #1

ENTERPRISE

STI-AS

Enterprise signs with
STIR Cert. from Neustar

PBX / SBC,
BPO,
Call Center

OSP #2
SIP Trunk OSP #2

PSTN

STI-AS

Neustar CA

OSP #1 TN + OSP #1 SIP Trunk = A attestation
OSP #1 TN + OSP #2 SIP Trunk (STIR Cert) = A attestation

• OSP #2 ingest STIR Certificate which indicates 703-123-5678
has been vetted and authorized to use by the enterprise
• Signs with ”A” and sends SHAKEN (and STIR) PASSport
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While the pre-call setup is the same for each option, once a call is initiated, there are slightly different call
flow paths for the PASSporT, depending on the agreed upon OSP policy:

OPTION 1 – A

STIR CERTIFICATE

OSP Validates and Consumes STIR
PASSporT and Re-Signs With SHAKEN
Enterprise implements STIR/SHAKEN and signs call with
STIR certificate
� In this process, enterprise customers are vetted and
issued a STIR certificate for when they use multiple
OSPs to originate their calls. The OSP will accept the
PASSporT signed by that STIR certificate and validate
the credentials of the vetted TNs, afterwards discarding
the original PASSporT from the enterprise and resigning
the call with a fresh SHAKEN PASSporT.

USE CASE
Call center wants to sign their calls to ensure they get the highest-level attestation
but does not have a SHAKEN certificate (although they do have a STIR certificate).
(See: Options for service providers who want to obtain their own certificate)
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OPTION 1 – B

STIR CERTIFICATE

OSP Validates and Transmits STIR
PASSporT to TSP Along With the OSP’s
SHAKEN PASSporT
Enterprise implements STIR/SHAKEN and signs calls using
Enterprise Certified Caller (ECC) with STIR Certificate
� In this process, enterprise customers are vetted and issued
a STIR certificate that they can use to originate calls through
multiple OSPs. The OSP adds a SHAKEN PASSporT to the call
after validating the enterprise. The TSP will accept the STIR
certificate and validate the credentials of the vetted TNs and
any SHAKEN PASSporT added by the OSP.

USE CASE
Enterprise wants to sign their calls to ensure they get the highest-level
attestation but does not have a SHAKEN certificate. Additionally, they
want the TSP to be able to cryptographically validate that the call was
generated by the enterprise and not by some other entity that is signing
for a large organization.
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OPTION 2

Delegate SHAKEN Certificate
Now that the STI-GA has approved the standard and required
the STI-PA to support the use of official delegate SHAKEN
certificates, the options have changed, since the enterprises
are able to sign with their calls using a SHAKEN certificate. The
pre-call setup is the same, but once a call is initiated, there
are slightly different call paths that depend on OSP policy.

READ THE EBOOK

Delegate Certificates for CSPs:

Help Your Enterprise Customers
Increase Answer Rates with Delegate
SHAKEN End Entity Certificates
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FIGURE 3: DELEGATE SHAKEN CERTIFICATE

• Enterprises often obtain TNs and phone service
from multiple service providers

Different trunks receive same call treatment

• Enterprises will use the same TN to initiate calls
on different SIP Trunks for least cost routing
and traffic management purposes

• OSP#1 issued 703-123-5678 to enterprise; therefore,
signs with ”A” and sends with SHAKEN PASSporT

OSP #1
STI-AS

SIP Trunk OSP #1

ENTERPRISE
PBX / SBC,
BPO,
Call Center

Sign with Delegated SHAKEN
Cert. from Neustar

OSP #2
SIP Trunk OSP #2

PSTN

STI-AS

Neustar CA
• OSP #2 ingests SHAKEN Certificate which indicates 703-123-5678
has been vetted and authorized to use by the enterprise
OSP #1 TN + OSP #1 SIP Trunk = A attestation
OSP #1 TN + OSP #2 SIP Trunk (SHAKEN Cert.) = A attestation

• OSP #2 signs with A and sends call with SHAKEN PASSporT (and
RCD PASSPorT)
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OPTION 2 – A

DELEGATE SHAKEN CERTIFICATE

OSP Validates and Consumes
Delegate SHAKEN PASSPorT and
Re-Signs With SHAKEN Certificate
� Enterprise implements STIR/SHAKEN and signs call
with delegate SHAKEN certificate
� OSP running STIR/SHAKEN validates and consumes
SHAKEN PASSporT and re-signs with SHAKEN
(Attestation Elevation)

USE CASE
VoIP Carrier (i.e., an over-the-top provider)
wants to sign their calls to ensure they get
the highest-level attestation but are not
eligible to receive a SHAKEN certificate.
(See: Options for service providers who want to
obtain their own certificate)
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OPTION 2 – B

DELEGATED SHAKEN CERTIFICATE

USE CASE

OSP Validates and Transmits Rich Call
Data (RCD) PASSPorT to TSP Along With
SHAKEN PASSporT

Enterprise wants to sign their
calls to ensure they get the
highest attestation but are not
eligible to receive a SHAKEN
carrier certificate – instead they

� Enterprise implements STIR/SHAKEN and ssigns calls using
Enterprise Certified Caller (ECC) with a STIR Certificate

use a delegated certificate.

� OSP running STIR/SHAKEN validates the SHAKEN PASSporT
signed by the delegate certificate and then adds a fresh SHAKEN
PASSporT to the call. The TSP will accept this call signed with two
PASSporTs and may use the RCD to render helpful information to
the called user.

including logos, reason for the

� Rich Call Data is part of the Delegation standard and provides
additional information about the calling enterprise that can be
displayed by the TSP to the end user. RCD work is not complete in
IETF or in ATIS, but likely will be by June 2021.

They also want to deliver the
enterprise’s Rich Call Data
call, and more, to the TSP so that
the TSP can, in turn, render this
data to the called party user when
the call is alerting their device
(e.g., name, reason for call, logo
appearing on a smartphone as the
phone rings). This increases user
trust in received communications
and helps to combat fraud.
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OPTION 3

Telephone Number
Database (TNDB)
A third option is the Telephone Number Database
(TNDB), which is a repository that stores vetted
data and associates TN-to-Enterprise, including
delegated authority by enterprises (i.e., to call
centers). There are multiple telephone number
databases being considered, including local and
Centralized Database (CDB). Neustar, a TransUnion
company, provides a local TNDB solution for carrier
customers to help them know which enterprises
are associated with TNs for elevation attestation.
As the original call from the enterprise is unsigned,
this does not offer the highest level of security,
but it can help tactically to bridge the attestation
gap before the other options above have been
implemented in production networks.
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For the telephone numbers and enterprises to be trusted, they must first be vetted by a trusted neutral third party like
Neustar. When a call is initiated, the OSP checks the TN against the originating telephone number in the TNDB to ensure it has
been authorized to be used by the enterprise. If it has been authorized, the OSP raises the attestation level. The OSP #1 signs
the call normally. OSP #2 signs with an “A” because the TNDB indicates to OSP #2 that the enterprise has been vetted and
authorized to use the TN.

FIGURE 4: TELEPHONE NUMBER DATABASE (TNDB)

Different trunks receive same call treatment

• Enterprises often obtain TNs and phone service
from multiple service providers
• Enterprises will use the same TN to initiate calls
on different SIP Trunks for least cost routing and
traffic management purposes

• OSP #1 issued 703-123-5678 to enterprise; therefore,
signs with ”A” and sends with SHAKEN PASSporT

OSP #1
SIP Trunk OSP #1

ENTERPRISE
PBX / SBC,
BPO,
Call Center

STI-AS

Unsigned
OSP #2
SIP Trunk OSP #2

PSTN

STI-AS

• TN – 703-123-5678 has been vetted (enterprise
has rights to use TN) and stored in TNDB
OSP #1 TN + OSP #1 SIP Trunk = A attestation
OSP #1 TN + OSP #2 SIP Trunk (TNDB) = A attestation

• OSP #2 checks TNDB and signs with A and sends
call with SHAKEN PASSporT
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Options for Service Providers Who Want
to Obtain Their Own Certificate

Because only entities with an
Operating Company Number (OCN)
satisfy the Governance Authority
(STI-GA) criteria of a carrier, certain
service providers cannot obtain their
own Token and related certificate.
Many, however, are very concerned
about being second-class citizens
in the SHAKEN ecosystem, so most
are either in the process of, or have
recently obtained, their own OCN.

They want to control
attestation by signing
the calls themselves –
ensuring their customers’
calls receive the highestlevel attestation.
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Here’s How They Can Obtain a Token:
If they meet the following criteria to participate and obtain a token from the STI-PA, service providers will
be able to sign calls (generate PASSporTs) with a standard SHAKEN certificate. Service providers need to
meet the specified STI-GA criteria to acquire a token:

STI-GA PREVIOUS CRITERIA:

STI-GA CURRENT CRITERIA:

� FCC Form 499A

As of May 2021

� Obtain an Operating Company Number (OCN)

� FCC Form 499A

� Direct access to telephone numbers

� Obtain an Operating Company Number (OCN)
� Have certified with the FCC that they have
implemented STIR/SHAKEN or a Robocall
Mitigation program

However, because many service providers are
unable to meet the requirements of having “direct
access to telephone numbers,” as of March 2021,
the STI-GA will require service providers to certify
that they have implemented a STIR/SHAKEN or
Robocall Mitigation Program.

After obtaining a token, CSPs can obtain a
certificate through an STI-Certification Authority
(STI-CA), such as Neustar, which offers Certificate
Manager service.
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Conclusion
Now that that STIR/SHAKEN deadline has come and gone, the industry
is working through how best to accommodate the varying needs of
all service providers and enterprises. This will ensure that legitimate
calls receive positive call treatment and bad actors are kept out of the
ecosystem.
In addition, service providers have been encouraged to adopt
recommendations from the NANC Call Authentication Trust Working
Group’s Best Practices for Call Authentication Frameworks. The
document recommends that carriers and enterprises implement vetting
and reiterates the requirement that all carriers should implement a
robocall mitigation program and STIR/SHAKEN.
The situation will continue to evolve and it’s helpful to work with
industry partners that offer expertise. Neustar offers Vetting Services
to validate a company’s legitimacy and verify they’re authorized to use
the specified telephone numbers, which is critical to implementing any
of these approaches. In addition, Neustar also provides Certified Caller
(compliant with the STIR/SHAKEN standard) and Robocall Mitigation
Solutions.
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Learn More.
As co-author of STIR, co-contributor to SHAKEN, exclusive host of the ATIS Robocalling Testbed,
approved STI-certificate authority, and leading provider of authentication and verification services
domestically and internationally, Neustar plays an integral role in the governance structure for the
Calling Number Verification Service to mitigate illegal robocalling and call spoofing and is a leading
STIR/SHAKEN solution provider. Learn more at our STIR/SHAKEN Resource Hub, and Trusted Call
Solutions Center.

Contact us at 1-855-898-0036.
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